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Abstract: Making variability explicit in variable artifacts throughout the product life-
cycle is difficult for variant modelers due to the different notations used to express
variability. The tool integrations of the variant-management tool pure::variants address
this problem, by providing a consistent method for denoting variability in frequently-
used development tools. However, differing technical extension mechanisms of the
tools lead to inconsistencies between integrations and slow down the development
process. To overcome these problems, we proposed a workflow for implementing
new variant-management tool integrations based on real-life requirements and tool-
independent use cases. The main idea is that integration developers can derive re-
quirements for their specific integration, based on their knowledge about the supported
extension mechanisms of the tool. To ensure continued consistency, the requirements
document from which specific documents can be derived is continually updated while
implementing new integrations. For evaluation, we tested for three exemplary tools
whether it is technically feasible to apply the workflow, and argued based on plau-
sibility and an interview with a pure::variants customer whether our goals are met.
Although we identified issues for future work, we concluded that the workflow is tech-
nically feasible and fulfills our goals.

1 Introduction and Motivation

One of the key tasks of developing a Software Product Line (SPL) is to define and manage
the variabilities between the variants of an SPL [LSR07, p.7]. To this end, SPL develop-
ers typically create a feature model, describing all possible features of the SPL and the
relations between them, and annotate all variable artifacts with rules linking them to fea-
tures. Based on these rules, they can use a variant-management tool to transform the model
containing all artifacts – the master artifact model – to different variants.

The annotation of artifacts is not trivial, because variabilities can occur in all kinds of arti-
facts produced during the product lifecycle (e.g., requirements, UML model elements, or
paragraphs of a user manual). Due to the heterogeneous nature of the used tools, and since
most tools are not designed to express variability natively and in a uniform way, many
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different tool-specific notations are used to represent variability [SJ04]. Thus, SPL devel-
opers have to learn a new approach for managing variability in each tool. To overcome
this problem, pure::variants1, a leading variant-management tool [BRN+13], integrates a
variant-management user interface into several tools that allows users to denote variability
always in the same way without having to learn the exact variability notation in the re-
spective tool. However, the extended tools provide different extension mechanisms. For
example, it is not always possible to embed a user interface into the tool, and, due to the
different variability notations, the mechanisms for editing variability differ in most cases.
This introduces two challenges: On the one hand, it leads to inconsistencies between tool
integrations, since different functionalities can be implemented in each tool. Thus, it in-
creases the time needed to learn how to use the integration. On the other hand, it slows
down the development process, because integration developers have to find new technical
solutions for implementing the same functionality.

In this paper, we address these objectives. We aim to propose a workflow that (a) improves
the consistency between variant-management tool integrations, and thus reduces the learn-
ing curve for users who already know other integrations; (b) reduces the time-to-market
for new tool integrations; (c) promotes good usability; and (d) relates to the everyday tasks
of variant-management practitioners.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present the workflow
for developing new tool integrations and the use cases and requirements it is based on.
Then, we evaluate, in Section 3, whether the workflow fulfills our goals. In Section 4, we
give an overview of related work. Finally, we draw conclusions and list future work.

2 Concepts for Consistent Tool Integrations

To increase consistency between integrations and reduce the time-to-market for new inte-
grations, a good approach would be to employ a reuse strategy [LSR07]. Therefore, we
first analyze the existing tool integrations to find out where commonalities and variabili-
ties between tool integrations exist. We produce a list of tool-independent use cases from
which we derive requirements for variant-management tool integrations.

2.1 Tool-Independent Use Cases

There are two main activities regarding variant-management that tool integrations have to
support: Users need to edit variation-point rules and verify whether the edited rules are
correct. For these two activities, we compose six use cases. Since a detailed discussion
of all use cases would exceed the available space, we summarize them and present the
functionality related to the use cases. For the full use cases, refer to [Pap13, Section
3.1]. We illustrate the functionalities using a screenshot of the pure::variants integration to
Microsoft Office Word (see Figure 1). It is labeled for better reference.

1www.pure-systems.com (last accessed on February 6, 2014)
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Figure 1: The pure::variants Integration for Microsoft Office Word. The numbers designate key
functionalities referred to in the text.

Editing Variation-Point Rules pure::variants supports different types of variation-points:
Structural and parametric. For example, restrictions or conditions, which decide whether
or not the annotated element will be part of a variant (structural), and calculations, which
compute a value that will replace the annotated text in the final variant (parametric) [psG13].
These rules are written in the pure::variants simple constraint language (pvSCL). In the
use cases, we describe how users work with a pvSCL editor to write new rules, and how
being able to load and display pure::variants models in the extended tool helps them. To
support these use cases each integration needs to implement the respective pvSCL edi-
tors, which prevent errors and speed up the editing process by providing autocompletion,
syntax highlighting and error check (see Figure 1, label 1). Furthermore, the integration
needs to embed a user-interface into the extended tool that allows loading and displaying
pure::variants’ feature models and variant result models (see Figure 1, label 2).

Verifying Variation-Point Rules In further use cases, we describe scenarios how users
can verify whether the entered rules are correct. We argue that it is easier and more ef-
ficient to use different visualizations directly in the extended tool instead of triggering a
transformation and looking at the results. We propose two categories of visualizations,
which serve different goals: First, two different error visualizations help users find all er-
rors that are automatically detectable (see Figure 1, label 3). A syntax error visualization
highlights all variation points that do not comply with pvSCL syntax, whereas a seman-
tic error visualization highlights all variation points that contain references to unknown
pure::variants features or attributes. To find errors that are outside the current viewport,
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users can jump between errors by using navigation buttons (see Figure 1, label 4). Second,
two different preview visualizations enable users to check whether the resulting variant is
as expected. One preview visualization grays out all elements that are not relevant for the
considered variant, and the other hides these elements (see Figure 1, label 5).

2.2 Requirements for variant-management tool integrations

To identify more detailed commonalities and variabilities between integrations, we com-
pile requirements for variant-management tool integrations. We derive them from (a) the
tool-independent use cases, (b) requirements for variant-management tool integrations al-
ready existing in the context of the SPESXT

2 project, (c) our experience with technical
constraints of previously extended tools, and (d) usability guidelines published in [Nie93].

We organize the requirements in hierarchical fashion with the following top-level require-
ments. The letter at the end of each requirement refers to the source it is based on:

1. Variant management shall always be done in the same way for the user independent
of the used development tool (b).

2. The tool integration shall comply with usability heuristics (d).
3. Variant management shall seamlessly integrate itself into the development tools by

providing a user interface (b).
4. Development tools shall support the user during the creation of variation points (b).
5. The tool integration shall support users in deleting variation points (c).
6. Variant management shall support the visualizing of variability-affected elements (b).
7. The tool integration shall support users in finding variation-point errors (a).
8. Variant management shall support the previewing of variants (b).

Below these top-level requirements, 62 child requirements exist, which describe in de-
tail the functions that each integration should support. Due to technical and functional
differences between the to be extended tools, not all of the requirements apply to all inte-
grations. For some functionalities alternative or optional requirements exist, depending on
which extension mechanisms the respective tool supports.

2.3 Managing Variability within Tool-Integration Requirements

To reduce the time-to-market for new tool integrations, we suggest to use pure::variants to
manage the variabilities between requirements, so that integration developers can generate
the final requirements document for the tool they want to extend. Therefore, we compile
all possible functionalities of a tool integration, and all relevant extension mechanisms of
tools into three feature models (see Figure 2). The model Connector Features contains all
relevant features related to the underlying pure::variants transformation, which ships with
a pure::variants connector. Technical Features lists all technical details that influence the

2Extended Software Plattform Embedded Systems research project
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(a) Connector Features (b) Technical Features (c) Design Features

Figure 2: The feature models for managing variability within tool-integration requirements [Pap13].

final requirements document, whereas Design Features summarizes all functionalities that
may be supported. Additionally, the elements of the Design Features model are linked to
the previous two models, such that only those features that the extended tool technically
supports can be selected in a variant. To manage the requirements in a requirements master
artifact model, we add pure::variants restrictions to all alternative or optional requirements.

2.4 Workflow for Developing Variant-Management Tool Integrations

Based on these feature models and the requirements master artifact model, we propose a
workflow for developing variant-management tool integrations, which fulfills our goals.
This workflow may also be used for the development of variant-management tool integra-
tions for other variant-management tools like BigLever Gears3.

In Figure 3, we show the steps of the workflow: First, developers need to create a variant
model based on the three feature models presented in Figure 2. To this end, they specify
which variation-point types the respective pure::variants transformation can compute and
which extension mechanisms the tool provides. Based on these selections, they can choose
which functionalities the integration should support. If pure::variants reports errors for the
selection, a feature cannot be selected due to technical constraints. In this case, there are
two options, either developers create an alternative requirement and adapt the feature mod-
els accordingly, or the feature is not supported in the respective tool. When no errors are
reported, pure::variants is used to generate a variant of the tool-integration requirements.
In Figure 3, a variant for an integration to Microsoft Excel is created.

To ensure that all requirements can be met, developers now analyze based on test im-
plementations and experience whether all requirements can be satisfied. If a requirement

3www.biglever.com/solution/product.html (last accessed on February 6, 2014)
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Figure 3: The workflow for developing variant-management tool integrations [Pap13]

cannot be fulfilled, the feature models and requirements may be incorrect or incomplete.
In this case, developers update the faulty or incomplete parts and generate a new variant.
Finally, they implement all requirements.

To ensure that integrations stay consistent even after the initial implementation, all inte-
grations should be updated in case the requirements master artifact model changes. We
choose to base this workflow rather on reusing requirements than reusing code, because
different technical constraints prevent using the same code for implementing the same
functions. However, we employ the requirements and the knowledge of each tool’s exten-
sion mechanisms to reuse code whenever applicable.

3 Evaluation

For evaluation, we tested whether it is technically feasible to produce consistent tool inte-
grations using the workflow and analyzed whether we fulfilled our goals.

3.1 Technical Evaluation

For evaluating the workflow with respect to technical feasibility, we applied it to three dif-
ferent tools: The requirements-management tool IBM Rational DOORS4, the spreadsheet
application Microsoft Office Excel5, and the UML-modeling tool Enterprise Architect by
Sparx Systems6. We chose these applications, since they are used by a large number of
people [HJD11, Mic] and typically apply to different phases of the product lifecycle.

In general, the technical evaluation was successful. We could satisfy most requirements.
Eight requirements were not yet fulfilled since there was not enough time (e.g., Require-

4www.ibm.com/software/products/en/ratidoor (last accessed on February 6, 2014)
5office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel (last accessed on February 6, 2014)
6www.sparxsystems.com (last accessed on February 6, 2014)
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ment 1.1 Tool integrations shall use the same or similar icons for the same functions).
They will be part of future work. Furthermore, we could not meet four requirements due
to technical constraints of some extended tools and did not find alternative solutions for
the requirements. These concern the undo and redo functionality in Excel and Enterprise
Architect, the batch editing of pvSCL rules in DOORS, and the hide preview visualization
in Enterprise Architect. We classified the latter two requirements as uncritical. However,
the lack of undo and redo support is a usability problem, for which we should try to find a
workaround in future releases. For more details refer to [Pap13, Section 4.4].

3.2 Evaluation of Goals

Our goals are to propose a workflow for developing new tool integrations that (a) improves
the consistency between variant-management tool integrations, (b) reduces the time-to-
market, (c) promotes good usability, and (d) relates to the everyday tasks of variant-
management practitioners. To assess whether the proposed workflow meets these goals,
we argue whether the first two goals (main goals) are satisfied, and conduct an interview
with a pure::variants customer regarding the last two goals (quality goals).

3.2.1 Main Goals

Consistency We argue that the workflow improves the consistency between new tool
integrations for the following reasons: First, Requirement 1 of the requirements master
artifact model directly addresses consistency. Thus, developers implementing the require-
ments should focus more on consistency. Furthermore, in Requirement 1, we suggest to
use the same code base for common user-interface elements. This should also improve
consistency. Second, the workflow indirectly supports consistency by reusing require-
ments wherever possible. If the requirement’s text is the same, the implemented functions
should also be the same or similar.

Reduced Time-to-Market We reason that using the workflow reduces time-to-market,
because developers generate the respective requirements document instead of writing it
anew. Furthermore, the technical features model provides a list of extension mechanisms,
which developers need to test. This supports systematic testing, and thus saves time.

3.2.2 Quality Goals

To evaluate whether the workflow promotes good usability and relates to the everyday
tasks of variant-management practitioners, we prepared an interview with pure::variants
customers experienced with at least one pure::variants tool integration. Since such par-
ticipants are difficult to find (probably due to their limited time budget), we conducted
only one valid interview with a pure::variants customer. Although this reduces the scien-
tific value of the interview, we still think describing the interview is worthwhile, since the
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participant made relevant suggestions for improvements. Hence, we next summarize the
interview’s settings and results.

During the interview, we watched the participant execute three simple tasks using the
integration for IBM Rational DOORS, and asked him for feedback on the integration. The
interview was planned to last 30 to 45 minutes and took place in form of a web meeting.

In general, the participant found the integration useful. Nevertheless, he criticized the
feature-search capabilities when writing pvSCL rules based on large feature models with
many similarly-named features. Since industrial practitioners often use large feature mod-
els [BRN+13], we addressed this issue by modifying the autocompletion of the pvSCL
editor to present more helpful proposals.

The interview indicates that the workflow promotes good usability and relates to the ev-
eryday tasks of variant-management practitioners. However, generalizability of the inter-
view results is limited, since we had only one participant [Fly06]. Nevertheless, we argue
that the workflow fulfills the quality goals, because: First, explicit requirements regarding
usability guidelines exist, which should prevent common usability problems if they are
fulfilled in new tool integrations. Second, the requirements are based on existing tool in-
tegrations. Therefore, usability should not decrease if the new workflow is used. Finally,
five of the eight main requirements explicitly reflect the demands of the industrial partners,
since they are taken from requirements of the SPESXT project. Thus, they relate to the ev-
eryday tasks of variant-management practitioners. In future, we will verify our arguments
by conducting more interviews.

4 Related Work

We structure the presentation of related work according to the three main topics our work
is concerned with: Making variability explicit, reviewing variability using visualizations,
and managing variability throughout the product lifecycle. For each category we only
present selected work. For our complete findings refer to [Pap13, Chapter 6].

Making Variability Explicit In literature, many different representations of variability
have been proposed [HSS+10]. However, only few provide tool support. For example,
CZARNECKI AND ANTKIEWICZ provide the prototype fmp2rsm, which embeds their fea-
ture modeling plugin into IBM Rational Software Developer [AC04]. It enables users to
add presence conditions to artifacts. Similar to pure::variants restrictions, they enable the
decision whether an artifact will be part of a variant.

Furthermore, the Eclipse plugin FeatureMapper, which was developed in the context of the
research project FeasiPLe in which pure-systems is also involved, enables users to denote
variability in all models based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework [HcW08, HKW08].
It also allows to use pure::variants feature models. Different to our approach, users can
select the features related to an artifact directly in the feature model.
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Visualizations Like our integrations, both of the presented tools support visualizations
for reviewing the entered variability information. E.g., fmp2rsm enables automatic col-
oring, which maps a different color to each presence condition. Using FeatureMapper
users can assign colors to features, and thus also color all related artifacts. FeatureMapper
supports gray-out preview as we do. To help users find changes that are not visible in the
diagram, it also enables highlighting all property changes related to the feature-selection.

Managing Variability Throughout the Product Lifecycle To ease the transition from
single-system development to product-line development, SCHMID AND JOHN present a
concept for managing variability in a homogenous way throughout the product lifecycle
[SJ04]. The basic idea is to provide an approach for modeling variability, and a method for
mapping variability to the different notations of artifact models. Similar to pure::variants,
only the mapping should be tool-specific. However, SCHMID AND JOHN focus more on
customizable approaches to support the mapping instead of consistent tool integrations.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Variant-management tool integrations help users to denote variability always in the same
way without having to learn the exact variability notation in each tool used during the
product lifecycle. However, extending these tools in a consistent way is not trivial, since
each tool provides different extension mechanisms and different technical constraints. This
introduces inconsistencies between tool integrations and slows down the development pro-
cess, since developers need to find new solutions for implementing the same functions.

To overcome these problems, we proposed a new workflow for developing tool integra-
tions. The workflow is based on requirements, which we compiled from our own tool-
independent use cases, industrial requirements of the SPESXT project, usability guide-
lines, and our experience with technical constraints of previously extended tools. Its main
idea was to reuse requirements between tool integrations, and thus increase consistency
and reduce time-to-market for new integrations.

For evaluation, we concluded that the workflow is technically feasible, and argued based
on plausibility and an interview with a pure::variants customer that our goals are fulfilled.

However, we still need to complete several tasks: First, we need to implement all require-
ments that are not yet fulfilled due to time constraints. Second, we need to interview more
pure::variants customers to complete the evaluation of quality goals, and to continually
adapt the requirements to the special use cases of customers. This also includes addressing
the suggestions for improvement that resulted from the interview with a pure::variants cus-
tomer. Third, we will implement integrations for more tools used during the development
of software-intensive systems. With each new integration, we will adapt the requirements
master artifact model further and propagate the necessary changes to all tool integrations.
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